
Dear Friend,

Victory where it matters!

In court this week, Kristina Karamo and MIGOP had a big win as Matt DePerno’s
case for the Hoaxtra faction was trashed and rejected by the Court. 

Hoaxtra’s ONLY hope of actually taking over MIGOP lies in ruins as a result.

It should be self-evident that ONLY people in Michigan get to decide who is the



Chair of the Michigan Republican Party. By they say common sense is uncommon,
and this is certainly true of the Hoaxtra faction that keeps trying to claim legitimacy
by appealing to out of state people as an authority on the matter.

Let there be no mistake about it, Kristina Karamo is the Chair of MIGOP.  She is
the Chair because the overwhelming vote of thousands of properly credentialed
Michigan Republicans voted for her to be the Chair.  And as MIGOP Chair, Kristina
Karamo will be in charge of the March 2 MIGOP convention in Detroit.

Kristina Karamo will allow the Delegates to Vote on Leadership on March 2

In contrast, Peter Hoaxtra is the Chair of a PAC called the Michigan Gop Red PAC. 
Together with the law firm of Warner, Norcross and Judd, he will be in charge of
laundering money for globalists.



Peter Hoaxtra has strong ties to Rockefeller aligned groups like the

Council on Foreign Relations

There is a claim that the RNC issued an unattributed opinion from a select
committee of Ronna’s few remaining favorites.  Did Ronna’s hand-picked group of
globalist lackeys pick their guy?  Who cares, really.  However, we have already
started seeing fake copies of an “opinion” that has been fraudulently edited and
circulated in an effort to bolster Hoaxtra.  Beware especially of fake documents as
several are circulating.  Especially, if you see a document marked “As
Unanimously Approved and Adopted by the Republican National Committee.”  This
is a known fraud.

To be clear, any opinion issued by a RNC Select Committee is just that. 
An opinion and nothing more.  Especially as this happens to be the opinion of a
small, hand-selected group of Ronna’s few remaining supporters.

Can you imagine an official Party meeting which featured:

No proper official credentialing.

No official records.

No proper notice.

Have you ever been to an official business political party meeting quite like that?

According to a small group of Ronna’s favorites, the affidavits of witnesses, officers
and others can just be completely ignored as inconvenient facts.

Facts are important though.  If they are not, then the claim that the 2020 election
was stolen does not matter.  The claim that the January 6 detainees are political



prisoners does not matter.   

The fact is that the January 6 meeting was not legitimately called.  We know this as
we have affidavits from people who say their signature was obtained by fraud.  We
have written and audio taped admissions of key planners that they did not have the
necessary support to oust Kristina.

How can you know this is true?

Kristina Karamo keeps winning in Michigan Courts

Peter Hoaxtra’s group keeps losing in Michigan Courts

In Court, there is:

Accountability to the evidence. 

Accountability to the rules.

Accountability to the law. 

That is why Kristina Karamo keeps winning in Court.

Peter Hoaxtra will try and tell you that only a bunch of people from outside of
Michigan get to decide who is the Chair of the Michigan Republican Party.  I hope
you agree that is a ridiculous proposition.

Are you ready to take action?  E-mail us and let us know where you stand and if you
will help:   info@puregrassroots.org.

If you have any comments or questions for MRP, please contact us
at: info@puregrassroots.org.

Yours in Service,

 

mailto:info@puregrassroots.org


R. Morris Owens, J.D.  

Director of Communications for Michigan Republican Policy

P.S. Please forward this e-mail on to all the other activists in your network. 


